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A-LISTLOOKS
by Tricia Welch

DO YOU CRAVE VICTORIA’S SEXY GLOW, BEYONCE’S
SMOULDERING EYES OR SCARLETT’S SENSUOUS LIPS?
WE’VE GOT THE LOW-DOWN ON HOW TO RE-CREATE THEIR LOOKS.
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Eyes:Cat-like
We’re not talking your ordinary moggy but pure sex
kitten – wide eyed and feline – with curvy brows shaped
into an exaggerated arch and inky black kohl silkily
defining the entire eye shape, even the inner corner for
purr…fect precision then winging upwards and outwards
to form a tick. With a lick of white pencil on top, this
gives extra feline focus. Eyes are then emphasised with a
soft charcoal shadow blended along the socket line with
a hint of shimmery pearl in the corner to highlight, and
lashings of jet black mascara for sweeping lashes.

Star products
Revlon Fabulash Mascara, Blackest Black, £8.49 and
ColorStay 12 Hour Eyeshadow Mono Charcoal and
Champagne, £5.29; Rimmel Soft Kohl Eye Pencils, Jet
Black and Pure White, £2.99 each.

Skin: Flawless
Beyonce’s gorgeous, burnished skin tone is enhanced
with a liquid foundation, applied with a slightly
dampened sponge to give a fresh, dewy effect. But first,
the base is mixed with a touch of facial illuminator to
bring a touch of star quality. A featherlight dusting of
translucent face powder keeps the base silky and shine
free.

Star products
Revlon Color Stay Makeup, Rich Tan, £11.99; Barbara
Daly Makeup for Tesco, Glow Up Mousse Highlighter,
£6 and Ultra Light Translucent Powder, £5.75.

Lips: Satin-y

Beyonce
The former Destiny’s Child adores grown up glamour, with
statement eyes, radiant skin, sculptured cheeks and satin-y lips.
It’s a maquillage that screams divine diva.

Lips are toned down, to avoid distracting from Beyonce’s
slinky eyes. First the shape is outlined with a creamy
neutral lip pencil, then filled in with a satiny slick of
pinky nude lip gloss.

Star products
Barbara Daly Makeup for Tesco Glace Lip Pencil, Bliss
£3.30; Revlon Super Lustrous Lip Gloss, Nude Lustre,
£6.49
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Eyes: Molton
Burnished shades of warm brown, bronze and gold gild
the lids, framed by a slick of liquid liner, smudged with
chocolate shadow on the lower eyeline mingling with gold
edging towards the nose for an eye opening effect. Several
coats of sooty mascara give a sexy finish.

Star Products
Rimmel Colour Rush Eyeshadow Quad, Smokey Brun,
£5.99 and Exaggerate Liquid Liner, Black, £4.99; Dior
Show Mascara, Black, £18.

Skin: Glowing
Scarlett’s satin soft complexion has been airbrushed to
perfection with a spray foundation which slips on like silk
while a light reflecting concealer dotted under the eyes
and on the tip of the nose and chin has a brightening
effect. Warmth is added with a brush of bronzer, swept
over the cheekbones, then lightly diffused up onto temples
and along the hairline.

Star products
Diorskin Airflash Spray Foundation, Light Beige, £26.50
and Skinflash Radiance Booster Pen, Candlelight, £20;
Dior Bronze Sun Powder, Light Tan, £24.

Lips: Kissaable
Scarlett’s glamour girl pout looks ultra shiny with a
translucent raspberry tinted gloss for a sexy but
sophisticated finish.

Star products

Scarlett
Miss Johannsen normally takes her makeup cue from Marilyn
Monroe with a porcelain pale complexion, eyes framed by
liquid liner and crimson lips. But here, no longer an icy blonde,
Scarlett’s gone for subtly sunkissed which suits her spungold hair.

Dior Addict Ultra-Shine 2, Shiniest Raspberry.
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Eyes: Mesmerising
Victoria knows that shimmering lids get you noticed, hence
she’s slicked her lids with a generous layer of pearly
eyeshine, topped with sparkly gold. But first she’s groomed
her brows with a gel based brow mascara for a precision
shaped brow, then defined the lower lashline with inky
kohl pencil before filling in the inner rim with a circle of
white – this cleverly gives extra sparkle.

Star products
17 Sheer Shine Eye Crème in Tiger Lily and White Rabbit,
£3.49 each; 17 Ultimate Definition Lash & Brow
Mascara, £4.75; £17 Ultra Curl Mascara, £4.75. Bourjois
Noir et Blanc Kohl Pencil, £4.25.

Skin: St Tropez-ed
Posh abides by the rule you can’t be too thin, too rich or
too tanned, hence she looks bronzed all year round –
thanks to regular self-tan sessions, which is far healthier
than the real thing. Prone to the odd break-out, Posh’s
must-have skin saviour is a lightly medicated concealer,
gently blended into blemishes before applying foundation
and for this she chooses a silky liquid with light to medium
coverage with light reflecting particles for a dewy,
luminescent finish. Cheeksbones are gently emphasised
with a brush of warm blusher then the whole look is
topped by a light dusting of translucent powder which
allows skin to glow, while preventing
over-shine.

Victoria
Posh has never looked slicker. The former Spice girl
is reinventing herself as a fashion guru with a
poised and polished image to match.

Star Products
17 Hide Away Concealer, £2.29; No 7 Radiant Glow
Foundation, £9.50; 17 Loose Powder, £4.99; Bourjois
Lune D’Or Blush, £6.25.

Lips: Full-on
Red is the colour this season and Posh wears it well,
painting a scarlet mouth with precision, using a lip brush
and a steady hand to achieve a perfect outline. The cupid’s
bow is over emphasised with a triangle of white pencil,
which gives a striking finish.

Star products
Bourjois Rouge Lovely, Rouge Best, £6.95 and Noir et
Blanc Kohl Pencil, £4.25.

